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ABSTRACT
In wireless LANs (WLANs), network-wide time and frequency syn-

chronization among user devices is widely regarded as a necessity

for uplink MU-MIMO. Therefore, to enable uplink MU-MIMO in

802.11ax, dedicated MAC protocols (e.g., trigger frame and tim-

ing advance mechanism) have been proposed to synchronize user

devices in the time and frequency domains. Such MAC protocols

increase not only network complexity but also communication over-

head. In this paper, we show that the time and frequency synchro-

nization among user devices is not a necessity for uplinkMU-MIMO.

We propose a practical uplink MU-MIMO solution which does not

require time and frequency alignments of the signals from user de-

vices. The key component in our solution is a new PHY design for

AP’s receiver, which can decode the concurrent signals from multi-

ple asynchronous user devices. We have built a prototype of our

uplink MU-MIMO solution on USPR2-GNURadio testbed. Experi-

mental results show that, using the new PHY, anM-antenna AP can

successfully decode the concurrent signals from M asynchronous

user devices (2 ≤ M ≤ 4).
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the advancement of MIMO techniques, many commercial

off-the-shelf (COTS) Wi-Fi routers (e.g., ASUS AC5300 and Linksys

EA9500) have been equipped with eight antennas and the number

of antennas on access point (AP) is steadily increasing. In contrast to
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powerful AP, most of user devices (e.g., smartphones, laptops, and

tablets) have only one or two antennas due to their size limit and

power consumption constraint. To address the antenna asymmetry

issue and fully utilize AP’s spatial degrees-of-freedom provided by

its antennas, multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) has attracted a large

amount of research effects towards enabling AP to serve multiple

users concurrently in both uplink and downlink.

In wireless networks, network-wide time and frequency synchro-

nization among user devices is widely considered as a necessity for

uplink MU-MIMO. With perfect time and frequency synchroniza-

tion, uplink MU-MIMO is exactly the same as point-to-point MIMO

(or single-user MIMO) and, therefore, conventional multi-user de-

tection algorithms such as MMSE and zero-forcing (ZF) can be used

to decode the concurrent signals at the AP. However, achieving time

and frequency synchronization among the user devices is not an

easy task. Although uplink MU-MIMO was extensively discussed

in IEEE 802.11ac, it was not included in this standard because of the

concerns about the increase of network complexity and communica-

tion overhead induced by the time and frequency synchronization.

IEEE 802.11ax is the first WLAN standard that includes uplink MU-

MIMO. Different from 802.11ac, which is a CSMA-based distributed

wireless network, 802.11ax is a centralized wireless network where

the APs take the responsibility of user scheduling and OFDMA-

based resource allocation. To enable uplink MU-MIMO, 802.11ax

has specified its network-wide synchronization requirements: the

timing offset should be less than 0.4 µs and the carrier frequency

offset should be less than 350 Hz [3].

To achieve the specified time synchronization among user de-

vices, 802.11ax borrowed the ideas from cellular networks (4G LTE)

and proposed timing advance mechanism to adjust the transmit

timing at each user device. Furthermore, to combat the residual 0.4

µs time offset, 802.11ax increases the cyclic prefix (CP) length of its

OFDM symbols from 0.4 µs in 802.11ac to 0.8 µs. The introduction
of timing advance mechanism and the use of long CP will increase

both network complexity and communication overhead. Moreover,

to achieve the specified carrier frequency synchronization, user

devices need to adjust their internal clock and frequency references

by extracting offset information from the trigger frames that they

get from the AP. This will result in an increase of computational

complexity for user devices. Therefore, maintaining such strict time

and frequency synchronization inWLANs is a luxury, which cannot

be afforded by some wireless networks.

In this paper, we show that the time and frequency synchroniza-

tion among user devices is not a necessity for uplink MU-MIMO in

WLANs. We propose a practical uplink MU-MIMO solution which

does not require time and frequency alignments of the signals from

different user devices. The key component in our solution is a new

PHY design (termed ForkPHY) for AP’s receiver, which can decode

the concurrent signals from multiple asynchronous user devices.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3209582.3209585
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Different from conventional MIMO PHY, ForkPHY decodes the

signal from each user device separately. When decoding the signal

from one user device, it simply treats the signals from other user

devices as interference. Then, it employs a spatial filter to cancel the

interference and recover the signal. Despite its simplicity, ForkPHY

has surprisingly superior performance in decoding asynchronous

signals from multiple user devices. Moreover, ForkPHY does not

rely on any dedicated MAC protocols and thus can work with the

existing user grouping protocols (e.g., [8, 32]).

We have built a prototype of our uplink MU-MIMO solution on

USRP2-GNURadio testbed. To quantify the performance of Fork-

PHY, we use error vector magnitude (EVM) as the performance

metric, which is defined in the IEEE 802.11 standards and has be-

come an industry standard measurement for wireless devices. We

measure the EVM performance of ForkPHY in two-user, three-user,

and four-user uplink cases in ten different indoor scenarios. Ex-

perimental results show that, using ForkPHY, an M-antenna AP

can concurrently serve M asynchronous stations (2 ≤ M ≤ 4).

In addition, a real-time demo of asynchronous two-user uplink is

presented in [28].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

we present the related work. In Section 3, we define the problem.

In Section 4, we develop an asynchronous multi-user detection

(AMUD) algorithm. Based on the AMUD algorithm, we design

ForkPHY in Section 5 and discuss its applications in Section 6.

Section 7 implements ForkPHY on wireless testbed and Section 8

evaluates the performance of ForkPHY using experimental results.

Section 9 concludes the paper.

2 RELATEDWORK
Uplink MU-MIMO. While there exist many results on uplink

MU-MIMO, most of them focus on information-theoretic capac-

ity exploration (see, e.g., [9, 13, 30]), user grouping and sched-

uling (see, e.g., [8, 32]), and uplink resource allocation (see, e.g.,

[14, 16, 17, 24, 25, 31]). However, all these research results were ob-

tained under the assumption that the user devices are perfectly syn-

chronized in both the time and frequency domains. Different from

these results, our work revisits the time and frequency synchro-

nization requirements in uplink MU-MIMO and aims at eliminating

the synchronization requirements for distributed user devices.

Network-Wide Synchronization in LTE and WLANs. As the
time and frequency synchronization among user devices is widely

considered as a requisite for uplink MIMO, research and develop-

ment efforts have been invested on achieving the synchronization

requirements. In 4G LTE systems [19], eNBs take the advantage

of GPS disciplined clocks to synchronize the carrier frequency of

all user devices and maintain the time synchronization of arriving

signals through timing advance mechanism. In IEEE 802.11ax [3],

APs do not have GPS disciplined clocks and have to maintain sys-

tem synchronization using dedicated MAC protocols. [12] points

out that synchronization is one of the grand challenges in 802.11ax.

[10] shows that the performance of uplink MU-MIMO is suscepti-

ble to the synchronization performance in 802.11ax. The high cost

and susceptibility of network-wide synchronization motivate us

to develop a new uplink MU-MIMO solution that can be used in

asynchronous wireless networks.

…
AP

STA 1 STA N

SNS1

STA 2 ...
S2

Figure 1: Uplink MU-MIMO in a WLAN.

N

Figure 2: Uplink MU-MIMO MAC protocol and illustration
of time misalignment of the received signals at the AP.

Asynchronous Multi-User Detection. Another research stream

closely related to this work is asynchronous multi-user detection.

While there is a large amount of work on multi-user detection (see,

e.g., [1, 4, 6, 7, 15, 20, 21, 23, 26, 29]), most of them assume that

the received signals are perfectly synchronized. Results of asyn-

chronous multi-user detection remain rare. [21] is a pioneering

work in this area. To decode the concurrent signals from asyn-

chronous users, it developed a cross-layer solution by combining

the PHY-layer ZF-SIC technique and a dedicated MAC-layer frame

scheduling. Specifically, it uses a chain-decoding technique to esti-

mate channel parameters and iteratively decode the signal frames

with misaligned symbol timing and frequency offsets. However,

this approach requires channel estimation, interference cancella-

tion, signal reconstruction, signal subtraction, and signal detection.

Moreover, it requires a dedicated MAC protocol to support sophis-

ticated signal processing. These requirements make it impractical.

In contrast, ForkPHY is a practical and MAC-independent PHY

solution to enable asynchronous multi-user detection in WLANs.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MODELING
3.1 Problem Statement
Consider the uplink MU-MIMO in a WLAN as shown in Figure 1,

which consists of one multi-antenna AP and a set of single-antenna

user devices (a.k.a. stations or STAs). Denote M as the number

of antennas on the AP. Denote N as the set of stations, with N
being its cardinality (i.e., N = |N |). In our study, we assume that

the number of antennas on the AP is greater than or equal to the

number of stations, i.e.,M ≥ N . We note that in real-world WLANs,

the set of stations participating in uplink MU-MIMO transmission

is selected by upper-layer user scheduling algorithm. Therefore,

this assumption can be easily fulfilled.
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Uplink MU-MIMO Protocol. Figure 2 shows the uplink MU-

MIMO protocol in our study. It consists of the following three steps.

First, the AP sends a trigger frame to announce uplink MU-MIMO

transmission. This trigger frame includes the identities of the set

of stations which have been selected for uplink MU-MIMO trans-

mission in this round. Second, upon receiving the trigger frame

from the AP, the selected stations prepare their packets and send

their packets to the AP. Third, the AP decodes the packets from the

selected stations and sends an ACK/NACK packet to the stations.

Legacy Frame Format. We assume that the uplink MU-MIMO

transmission uses IEEE 802.11 legacy frame format. As shown in

Figure 2, a legacy frame is comprised of preamble, signal field,

and data field. Particularly, the preamble consists of Legacy Short

Training Field (L-STF) and Legacy Long Training Field (L-LTF),

each of which has two OFDM symbols. We note that, in our uplink

MU-MIMO solution, only the legacy preamble is used and the High-

Throughput (HT) preamble is not required.

No Synchronization.We assume that there is no dedicated pro-

tocol used to synchronize the stations in uplink MU-MIMO. In the

time domain, since the signals from different stations have different

propagation delays and the stations’ transmit timing is not disci-

plined, the received signals at the AP will be misaligned in the time,

as illustrated in Figure 2. Typically, the misalignment gap is longer

than the time duration of CP. As a result, the signals from different

stations constitute interference to each other, and conventional

multi-user detection approaches such as MMSE and ZF are not able

to decode the signals. Moreover, in the frequency domain, since

each station is driven by its own oscillator, the signals from different

stations have different carrier frequency offsets with respect to the

AP, making it even more challenging to decode the signals at the

AP.

Our Objective. Our objective is to develop a practical PHY solu-

tion for the AP’s receiver so that it can successfully decode the

asynchronous signals from the stations.

3.2 Mathematical Modeling
Consider uplink MU-MIMO in Figure 1. At STA i , denote Si as its
transmit signal. At the AP, denote Y = [Y1,Y2, · · · ,YM ]T as its

received signal vector, where Yj is the signal from its jth antenna.

Denote W = [W1,W2, · · · ,WM ]
T
as the noise vector at the receiver,

whereWj is the noise from its jth antenna. DenoteHi as the channel

vector between STA i and the AP.

If the stations were perfectly synchronized, then the uplink MU-

MIMO would be equivalent to a N ×M point-to-point MIMO and

its mathematical modeling could be written as:

Y =
∑
i ∈N

HiSi +W. (1)

However, WLAN is a distributed network and we assume that

there is no protocol used to synchronize the stations. Due to the lack

of time and frequency synchronization among the stations, (1) is

an incorrect mathematical model to describe uplink MU-MIMO. As

a result, conventional MIMO detection algorithms such as MMSE

and ZF are not able to decode the asynchronous signals at the AP.

We propose a new detection algorithm to decode the asynchro-

nous signals at the AP. Unlike MMSE and ZF MIMO detection

algorithms, which decode the signals jointly, our detection algo-

rithm decodes the asynchronous signals separately. When decoding

the signal from one station, we simply treat the signals from other

stations as interference. Then, we employ a spatial filter to cancel

the interference and recover the desired signal. In what follows,

we focus on decoding the signal from station i ∈ N . Decoding the

signals from other stations shall follow the same token.

In order to decode the signal from station i , wemodel the received

signals at the AP as follows:

Y = HiSi +
k,i∑
k ∈N

Hk Ik +W, (2)

where Si is the signal from station i and Ik is the interfering signal

from station k (k , i). It is worth pointing out that, since the time

and frequency offsets differ from station to station and vary from

time to time, it is extremely hard to estimate Ik in (2) based on the

original signal Sk . Therefore, the AP has to decode the signal Si
without knowledge of interference Ik , k ∈ N\{i}. This is the main

challenge in asynchronous uplink multi-user detection.

4 AN ASYNCHRONOUS MULTI-USER
DETECTION (AMUD) ALGORITHM

In this section, we develop an AMUD algorithm for AP to decode the

asynchronous signals from the stations. The core of the algorithm

is a linear spatial filter (termed AMUD filter) for each station, which

aims to recover the signal from station i and cancel the unknown

interference from other stations. In what follows, we first present

AMUD filter design and then analyze its performance.

4.1 AMUD Filter Design
At the AP, we employ a linear spatial filter to decode the signal

Si from station i . Denote Pi as the linear spatial filter (an M × 1

complex vector). Denote Ŝi as the estimated signal from station i .
Then we have:

Ŝi = PHi Y, (3)

where (·)H represents conjugate transpose.

Based on (3), the mean squared error (MSE) can be written as:

MSE=E
[
|Ŝi−Si |

2
]
=E

[
|PHi Y−Si |2

]
=PHi E

[
YYH ]

Pi + E
[
SiS

H
i
]
−E

[
PHi YSHi

]
−E

[
SiYH Pi

]
, (4)

where E(·) represents statistical expectation. This equation is actu-

ally a quadratic function of Pi . To minimize MSE, we can take the

gradient with respect to Pi . The optimal filter Pi can be obtained

by setting the gradient to zero, which we show as follows:

∂MSE

∂Pi
= 2E

[
YYH ]

Pi − 2E
[
YSHi

]
. (5)

By setting
∂MSE

∂Pi
to zero, we can obtain the optimal filter by

Pi = E
[
YYH ]−1

E
[
YSHi

]
. (6)

Equation (6) is the optimal design of Pi in the sense of minimizing

MSE. Now the question is how to calculate E
[
YYH ]

and E
[
YSHi

]
in

(6). For this question, we take advantage of the reference symbols in

wireless systems (e.g., the preamble OFDM symbols in legacy 802.11

frame, i.e., L-STF and L-LTF). Denote L as the number of reference
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symbols in a frame. Denote [S̃i (1), S̃i (2), · · · , S̃i (L)] as the reference
symbols at station i . Denote [Ỹ(1), Ỹ(2), · · · , Ỹ(L)] as the received
reference symbols at the AP, which also include interfering signals

from other stations. Then we approach the statistic expectation

using the averaging operation over the set of reference symbols.

Specifically, we estimate E
[
YYH ]

and E
[
YSHi

]
in (6) as follows:

E
[
YYH ]

←
1

L

L∑
l=1

Ỹ(l)Ỹ(l)H , (7)

E
[
YSHi

]
←

1

L

L∑
l=1

Ỹ(l)S̃i (l)H , (8)

where← operator represents value estimation.

Based on (7) and (8), we construct the AMUD filter Pi as follows:

Pi =
[ L∑
l=1

Ỹ(l)Ỹ(l)H
]−1 [ L∑

l=1

Ỹ(l)S̃i (l)H
]
. (9)

We now summarize our AMUD algorithm as follows: To decode
the signal from station i at the AP in Figure 1, we first construct AMUD
filter Pi using (9) and then estimate the signal Ŝi using (3). The same
algorithm is used to decode the signals from other stations.

We have the following observations on the AMUD algorithm.

First, the AMUD algorithm requires neither channel information Hi
nor the knowledge of interference Ik . It only needs to know the ref-

erence symbols (preamble) at station i , i.e., [S̃i (1), S̃i (2), · · · , S̃i (L)].
Second, Ỹ(l) in (9) includes both the reference signals from station

i and the interfering signals from other stations. This means that a

clean (interference-free) piece of reference signals is not required

to decode the signal. In other words, the reference signals at the

stations can be sent concurrently. Due to these special properties,

the AMUD algorithm is particularly suited for multi-user detection

in asynchronous wireless networks.

4.2 Performance Analysis
SINR Performance. We analyze the SINR performance of our

proposed AMUD algorithm by comparing it with the conventional

MMSEMIMO detection algorithm, which has been well studied and

regarded as one of the most superior detection algorithms in MIMO

communications [22, Ch. 7]. Consider the same network in Figure 1.

Let us assume that all the stations in the network are perfectly

synchronized. Then, the uplink MU-MIMO is equivalent to point-

to-point MIMO and the AP can use conventional MMSE detector

to decode the signals from the stations. The MMSE detector can be

written as Pmmse = HH (HHH + Rw )−1, where H is the compound

channel and Rw is noise correlation matrix [22, Ch. 7]. Contrasting

the AMUD algorithm to the MMSE detection algorithm, we have

the following lemma:

Lemma 4.1. If reference symbols are sufficient, then the AMUD
algorithm in an asynchronous network has the same performance as
the conventional MMSE MIMO detection algorithm in a synchronous
network.
Proof: Consider the AP in Figure 1. The AMUD algorithm decodes

the signals from each individual station separately. Based on (6), the

AMUD filter for decoding the signals from station i can be written

as Pi = E[YYH ]−1E[YSHi ]. By putting the N AMUD filters together,
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Figure 3: Convergence of AMUDfilter Pi in (9) over the num-
ber of reference symbols in aWLAN that consists of one two-
antenna AP and two single-antenna stations.
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Figure 4: Convergence of AMUDfilter Pi in (9) over the num-
ber of reference symbols in a WLAN that consists of one
three-antenna AP and three single-antenna stations.

the AMUD matrix, denoted as P
amud

, can be written as P
amud

=

[P1 P2 · · · PN ] = E[YYH ]−1E[YSH ], where S = [S1, S2, · · · , SN ].
Then, we have

P
amud

= E[YYH ]−1E[YSH ] = [HHH + Rw ]−1H

=
(
HH [HHH + Rw ]−1

)H
=
(
Pmmse

)H
. (10)

Recall that at the AP, the AMUD algorithm decodes the signals

by Ŝ =
(
P
amud

)HY and the conventional MMSE algorithm decodes

the signals by Ŝ =
(
Pmmse

)
Y. Therefore, we conclude that the two

algorithms have the same performance. �
Based on Lemma 4.1 and the properties of MMSE algorithm, we

have the following corollary:

Corollary 4.2. If reference symbols are sufficient and noise is
negligible, then the AMUD algorithm can perfectly recover the signals
from the asynchronous stations (i.e., Ŝi = Si for i ∈ N ).

Convergence over Reference Symbols. Lemma 4.1 and Corol-

lary 4.2 show the superior performance of the AMUD algorithm in

asynchronous networks when the reference symbols are sufficient.

In real-world WLANs, the amount of reference symbols (preamble

symbols) in a frame is limited. Therefore, it is important to study

the convergence speed of the AMUD filter over the number of ref-

erence symbols. As an instance, Figure 3 presents the convergence

speed of the AMUD filter in (9) over the number of reference sym-

bols in a WLAN with two stations. From the simulation results we

can see that the AMUD filter converges in 15 reference symbols

when SNR = 0 dB, in 10 reference symbols when SNR = 10 dB, and

in 5 reference symbols when SNR = 20 dB. Figure 4 presents the

convergence results when the WLAN has three stations, and we
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have the similar observations. Based on the simulation results, we

conclude that the AMUD algorithm converges at a very fast speed.

In addition to simulation results, we will provide experimental

results in Section 8 to show that the preamble (i.e., L-STF and L-LTF)

in a legacy 802.11 frame are sufficient for the AMUD algorithm to

decode the asynchronous signals.

Computational Complexity. From (9) we can see that the AMUD

algorithm involves matrix multiplication and one-time matrix in-

verse manipulation. All these manipulations are linear operations.

The dimension of the matrix is the number of antennas at the AP,

which is typically small (less than or equal to eight per 802.11ac

standard). Hence, the AMUD algorithm has similar computational

complexity as ZF MIMO detector, which has been widely imple-

mented in real-world wireless systems.

4.3 AMUD in OFDM-MIMO Network
AMUD inOFDMNetworks. In a broadband network, OFDMmod-

ulation has been used to divide the broadband channel into many

narrow-band parallel channels. Each OFDM subcarrier corresponds

to one narrow-band channel. To decode the signals in a broadband

network, we employ the AMUD algorithm on each of its OFDM

subcarriers. Specifically, for each individual subcarrier, we use (9)

to calculate its AMUD filter and then use (3) to decode the desired

signal.

Multiple Antennas at Station. The AMUD algorithm was devel-

oped based on the uplink model in Figure 1, where each station has

one antenna. But in real-world WLANs, the stations may have mul-

tiple antennas. Does the AMUD algorithm still work? The answer

is yes and we explain it as follows. For a station having multiple

antennas, it can use its multiple antennas for either spatial diversity

or spatial multiplexing. Both cases are supported by IEEE 802.11

standards. If a station uses its multiple antennas for spatial diver-

sity, then its multiple antennas can be regarded as one combined

antenna from AP’s point of view [22, Ch. 7]. Therefore, the AMUD

algorithm can completely handle this case. If a station uses its multi-

ple antennas for spatial multiplexing, then the station can be treated

as multiple virtual single-antenna stations from the AP’s point of

view. Therefore, the AMUD algorithm can also handle this case. To

sum up, as long as the number of antennas on the AP is no less

than that on the stations, the AMUD algorithm can always be used

to decode the asynchronous signals from the stations, regardless of

the number of antennas on each individual station.

5 FORKPHY DESIGN
Based on the AMUD algorithm, we design ForkPHY — a new PHY

for AP’s receiver. Figure 5 shows the block diagram of ForkPHY.

As shown in the figure, ForkPHY has N parallel baseband signal

processing paths, each of which intends to decode the signal from

one station. Each path consists of the following modules: a sync

module, a FFT module, and an AMUD module, and an array of

registers for AMUD filters. Compared to conventional MIMO PHY,

ForkPHY has the following new components: the sync module, the

AMUD module, and the registers of AMUD filters. In what follows,

we present the new components in the ith path (i ∈ N ).

k

M M M M

M

K

M M M M

N N N K

N k

M

M

N SN k

S k

N

Figure 5: A new PHY for AP’s receiver (ForkPHY).

5.1 Registers of AMUD Filters
As shown in Figure 5, each path i has an array of registers. These reg-
isters are used to store the values of AMUD filters [Pi (1), Pi (2), · · · ,
Pi (K)], where K is the number of valid subcarriers in OFDM modu-

lation and Pi (k) is the MUD filter for decoding signal from station

i on subcarrier k . The registers have a timer. Whenever the AMUD

module has calculated the values of [Pi (1), Pi (2), · · · , Pi (K)], it up-
dates the registers immediately. At the same time, the register timer

is reset and runs again.

For the AMUD filters in the registers, if the timer has not reached

a predefined threshold, then they are considered valid; otherwise,

they are considered invalid. The time threshold should be set based

on the channel coherent time, which is determined by moving

speed of the station as well as the changing speed of surrounding

environment. Empirically, we find setting the threshold to 10 ms is

a good option for both stationary and mobile scenarios in indoor

environments.

5.2 Sync Module
The sync module in ForkPHY is a signal processing block for sig-

nal synchronization on the AP. It is completely different from the

synchronization that we discussed in Section 1, which refers to the

network-wide time and frequency synchronization among all the

stations.

The sync module in ForkPHY has two functionalities: time syn-

chronization and frequency synchronization. Time synchronization

is to detect bursty frame by exploiting auto or cross correlation of

the signal stream in the time domain. Frequency synchronization is

to estimate and correct the carrier frequency offset between AP and

station. In our design, each path has an independent sync module.

This is because the signals from different stations have different

time and frequency offsets when arriving at the AP. Synchroniza-

tion in each path is challenging, as it must be done in the presence

of interfering signals from other stations. To address this challenge,

we first use a spatial filter to alleviate interference in the time do-

main and then employ conventional sync algorithm to synchronize

the signal from a particular station.
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As shown in Figure 5, the sync module consists of four blocks.

(i) An interference-alleviation (IA) filter Gi : This filter is an M-

dimensional complex vector. Its input is M signal streams and its

output is one signal stream. It aims to alleviate the interference

from other stations in the time domain so as to improve the syn-

chronization performance. (ii) Conventional sync algorithm: This

block employs a conventional correlation-based synchronization

algorithm (e.g., [2, 27]) to estimate the time and frequency offsets

based on the interference-alleviated signal stream. (iii) Frame de-
tection: Based on the estimated time offset, this block identifies

the frame from the M input signal streams. (iv) Frequency offset
correction: Based on the estimated value of frequency offset, this

block corrects the frequency offset for theM input signal streams.

In this sync module, IA filter Gi is the key component and the

other three blocks have been well studied. In what follows, we

present our design of the IA filter by two cases.

Case I: AMUD Filters in Registers are Valid. If the AMUD filter

values in the registers are valid, then we construct the IA filter by

Gi =
1

2A + 1

K/2+A∑
k=K/2−A

Pi (k), (11)

where A is the number of neighboring subcarriers to be averaged

and its value should be empirically set (e.g., 0, 1 or 2). It should be

noted that K/2 in (11) is the central subcarrier index in the OFDM

modulation. Regarding the performance of this filter, we have the

following lemma:

Lemma 5.1. If the channels between stations and AP are frequency-
flat and the noise is negligible, then the IA filter in (11) can completely
cancel interfering signals from other stations.

The argument of this lemma is straightforward based on Corol-

lary 4.2 and therefore we omit it. Lemma 5.1 shows the efficacy of

the IA filter in an ideal scenario. In practice, although the chan-

nels are not frequency-flat, the frequency responses of neighboring

OFDM subcarriers are typically highly correlated. Therefore, the IA

filter in (11) can significantly alleviate the interference from other

stations and, as a result, the performance of the sync module can

be significantly improved.

Case II: AMUD Filters in Registers are Not Valid. Since the

AMUD filters in the registers are invalid, we cannot use the AMUD

filters to construct the IA filter. In this case, we borrow the idea from

the MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) algorithm by projecting

the signals into orthogonal subspaces. Specifically, we use a left-

singular vector of the signals as the IA filter. Denote y(n) is theM
data streams from the M antennas. Denote Ns as the number of

signal samples for synchronization. Denote U as the left unitary

matrix and V as the right unitary matrix. Then we have:

[U Σ V] = svd

( Ns∑
n=1

y(n)y(n)H
)
. (12)

Based on the resulting left unitary matrix U, we construct the
IA filter as follows:

Gi = U(m), (13)

where U(m) represents themth column of matrix U. Given that U
has M columns, the next question is which of the M columns we

should use in (13). For this question, we resort to the exhaustive

k

k

Figure 6: Illustration of P(k) in legacy 802.11 frame.

search approach. That is, we try each column of U and choose the

one that results to the best cross correlation performance. It should

be noted that the exhaustive search only needs to be done once for

a long period of time and therefore the computational complexity

would not be a problem in practice. For this IA filter, we have the

following lemma:

Lemma 5.2. If the channels between stations and AP are frequency-
flat and the noise is negligible, then the IA filter in (13) can completely
cancel interfering signals from other stations.

The argument and interpretation of Lemma 5.2 are similar to

those of Lemma 5.1. We therefore omit it.

5.3 AMUD Module
As shown in Figure 5, in each data path, once a signal frame has

been detected and the frequency offset has been corrected, the

signal streams are fed into the FFT module, which converts each

signal stream from the time domain to the frequency domain. For

the resulting frequency-domain signals, we employ the AMUD

algorithm on each subcarrier to decode the original signals from

the station. Specifically, we first use (9) to compute the AMUD filter

and then use (3) to estimate the original signal on each subcarrier.

As we explained in Section 4, the design of the AMUDfilter needs

reference signals. The more; the better. Now the question is: for

each subcarrier, which reference symbols can be used for the design

of its AMUD filter? For this question, we illustrate our solution in

Figure 6. That is, for the design of subcarrier k’s AMUD filter, we

use the reference symbols not only on that subcarrier but also on

its neighboring subcarriers. The rationale behind this design is that

the channels on the neighboring subcarriers are highly correlated

in practice.

Denote Pk as the set of reference symbols that are used for

subcarrier k’s AMUD filter design. As illustrated in Figure 6, we

have Pk =
{
(l ,k ′) : 1 ≤ l ≤ 4;k − 2 ≤ k ′ ≤ k + 2

}
, where

1 ≤ l ≤ 4 means the OFDM symbols in L-STF and L-LTF fields, and

k − 2 ≤ k ′ ≤ k + 2 means the neighboring two subcarriers. Note

that we use 2 neighboring subcarriers as an example. The number

of neighboring subcarriers used for Pk should be determined upon

the channel correlation, which can be empirically set. Denote Pi (k)
as the AMUD filter on subcarrier k in ForkPHY’s ith path. Based

on (9), the AMUD filter for decoding signals on subcarrier k can be
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Figure 7: Single-user uplink and multi-user uplink. Single-
user uplink in (a) serves as the performance benchmark.

written as:

Pi (k) =
[ ∑
(l,k ′)∈Pk

Y(l ,k ′)Y(l ,k ′)H
]−1 [ ∑
(l,k ′)∈Pk

Y(l ,k ′)Si (l ,k ′)H
]
,

(14)

where Y(l ,k) is the vector of signals that the AP receives on subcar-

rier k of the lth OFDM symbol in a frame, and Si (l ,k) is the signal
that station i sends on subcarrier k of the lth OFDM symbol in a

frame.

Denote Ŝi (l ,k) as the estimated version of the signal from station

i on subcarrier k of the lth OFDM symbol. Then, based on (3) and

(14), we estimate the original signal by

Ŝi (l ,k) = Pi (k)HY(l ,k) . (15)

6 ASYNCHRONOUS UPLINK MU-MIMO
SOLUTION

The proposed asynchronous uplink MU-MIMO solution is com-

prised of two components: ForkPHY for AP’s receiver and the MAC

protocol in Figure 2. Since the MAC protocol is straightforward,

ForkPHY is the core of the asynchronous uplink MU-MIMO solu-

tion. In what follows, we offer discussions on ForkPHY.

Backward Compatibility: ForkPHY is a backward compatible

PHY design for AP’s receiver. Its backward compatibility is reflected

in the two aspects. First, it can support legacy stations (802.11n/ac

devices) in single-user uplink. This means that ForkPHY AP can

maintain its services for millions of legacy stations in WLANs.

Second, the asynchronous uplink MU-MIMO solution does not

require any PHY modification on the stations. If a legacy station

wants to participate in uplink MU-MIMO, it only needs to modify

its MAC protocol stack through upgrading its firmware or driver,

which is doable in practice.

Implementation Complexity: ForkPHY is a lightweight PHY

for AP’s receiver which is amenable to practical implementation.

Compared to conventional MIMO PHY [22], ForkPHY has two

new modules: sync and AMUD modules (see Figure 5). The sync

module in ForkPHY reuses most part of the sync algorithm in

conventional MIMO receiver. In the worst case, it needs an extra

SVD operation for each frame compared with conventional sync

algorithm. The AMUD module involves a matrix inverse operation

in (14). It has similar computational complexity as theMMSE and ZF

MIMO detectors. With the continuous advances in semiconductor

technology, we expect no computational issues in implementing

ForkPHY on APs.

(a) ForkPHY AP.
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USRP

N210

10GE switch

USRP

N210

USRP
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1Gbps 1Gbps 1Gbps 1Gbps

Super

computer

10Gbps optical 

fiber cable

Clock 

source

(b) AP’s schematic diagram.

Figure 8: Our prototype of ForkPHY AP.

7 IMPLEMENTATION
Figure 7 shows the network topologies that we consider for the

performance evaluation of our uplink MU-MIMO solution.

Prototype of AP: We have built an AP using four USRP N210

devices [18], one OctoClock-G CDA-2990 [18], one 10GbE-Switch,

and the GNURadio software package [5]. Figure 8 shows ForkPHY

AP and its schematic diagram. We implement ForkPHY in a super-

computer for the AP’s baseband signal processing. This AP can

support up to four antennas. It can also be used as a three-antenna

AP or a two-antenna AP by simply turning off one or two of its

antennas.

Prototype of Stations: We have built four independent stations

using four USRP N210 devices. These four stations are driven by

their own oscillators and no synchronization protocol is used. Each

of them has a single antenna. The carrier frequency is set to 2.48

GHz and the bandwidth is set to 10MHz. Measurement results show

that the four stations have different frequency offsets with respect

to the prototyped AP: 3.2 kHz, 0.1 kHz, −2.3 kHz, and 1.3 kHz.

The stations run a simplified PHY layer of 802.11n in legacy mode

(see the frame structure in Figure 6). Each OFDM symbol has 64

subcarriers, with 48 of them being used for payloads and 4 being

used for pilots. QPSK modulation is used for data transmission.

Prototype of Protocol: We implemented the uplink MU-MIMO

protocol in Figure 2, except the ACK part. In our testbed, the trigger

frame was implemented using a NDPA and the uplink frame has 20

OFDM symbols in total (see frame structure in Figure 6). To mimic

large propagation delays in large-size WLANs, we added additional

transmitting delays for STA 2, STA 3, and STA 4, which are random

variables drawn uniform distribution in [0µs, 2µs], [2µs, 4µs], and
[4µs, 6µs], respectively. These additional transmitting delays also

ensure that the time offsets of the received signal frames at the AP

are greater than the CP duration of OFDM symbol.

8 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We evaluate the performance of ForkPHY in three cases: (i) two-

antenna AP in two-user uplink as shown in Figure 7(b); (ii) three-

antenna AP in three-user uplink as shown in Figure 7(c); and (iii)

four-antenna AP in four-user uplink as shown in Figure 7(d). In

our evaluation, we use the legacy single-antenna AP in single-user

uplink in Figure 7(a) as the performance benchmark.

8.1 Experimental Setup
We measure the performance of ForkPHY in an office building as

shown in Figure 9. The AP is placed at the location marked “AP” in
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Figure 9: Ten test scenarios in an office building (Lki is the
location of STA i in test scenario k).
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(b) Use IA filter in (11)
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(c) Use IA filter in (13)
Figure 10: Results of cross correlation at ForkPHY AP when
detecting signals from STA1.
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(c) Use IA filter in (13)
Figure 11: Results of cross correlation at ForkPHY AP when
detecting signals from STA2.

Figure 9. The four stations are placed at one of the 10 test scenarios

in Figure 9. Specifically, in test scenario k , station i is placed at

location Lki , 1 ≤ k ≤ 10 and 1 ≤ i ≤ 4. In all the scenarios,

the stations use the same transmit power, which is 17 dBm unless

otherwise stated.

8.2 Performance Metric
We use error vector magnitude (EVM) as the performance met-

ric, which is defined in the IEEE 802.11 standards and has become

an industry standard measurement for Wi-Fi devices. Mathemat-

ically, EVM (dB) = 10 log
10

(
E( |Si−Ŝi |2)
E( |Si |2)

)
, where Si and Ŝi are the

original and estimated signals, respectively. For QPSK modula-

tion, once EVM is obtained, its RawBER can be calculated using

the closed-form expressions: RawBER = 2Q(γ ) − Q(γ )2, where

γ = 10
−EVM(dB)/10

and Q(·) is the q-function.
Per IEEE 802.11n/ac standards [11], EVM = −10 dB is sufficiently

small for QPSK modulation. Therefore, in our evaluation, we use

EVM = −10 dB as the threshold to judge whether the signals from

the asynchronous stations are successfully decoded at the AP.

8.3 A Case Study
We use the two-user uplink in Figure 7(b) as a case study to show

the performance of ForkPHY. We place STA1 at L11 and STA2 at
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(a) ForkPHY AP decoding
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Figure 12: ForkPHY AP in two-user uplink versus legacy AP
in single-user uplink.
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Figure 13: EVM Performance of AP when decoding the sig-
nal from its stations.

L12 in Figure 9. In this case, a real-time demo with video traffic is

provided on our website [28] and the details of experimental results

are presented in the following.

Performance of SyncModule.We first evaluate the performance

of the sync module in ForkPHY. Recall that the core of the sync

module is two IA filters, which are constructed in (11) and (13). We

evaluate their impacts on ForkPHY’s cross correlation performance.

In our experiments, the cross-correlation results are obtained by

correlating the received signal with a local L-LTF signal at the AP.

Figure 10 and Figure 11 present ForkPHY’s cross correlation

results when detecting signals from STA1 and STA2, respectively.

Comparing Figure 10(a) and Figure 10(b), we can see that the IA

filter in (11) significantly improves the time synchronization per-

formance of ForkPHY. Comparing Figure 10(a) and Figure 10(c), we

can see that the IA filter in (13) also significantly improves the time

synchronization of ForkPHY. We have the same observations in

Figure 11.

With these two IA filters, we also have the observation that the

frequency offsets are accurately estimated and corrected at the AP.
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Figure 14: ForkPHY AP in two-user uplink versus legacy AP
in single-user uplink.
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(c) ForkPHY AP detects STA3’s signals.
Figure 15: ForkPHY AP in three-user uplink versus legacy
AP in single-user uplink.

We do not explicitly present the frequency synchronization results

because the performance of frequency synchronization is directly

reflected by the EVM performance of constellation (shown below).

Performance of AMUDAlgorithm.We now evaluate the perfor-

mance of the AMUD algorithm at ForkPHY AP. Figure 12 presents

the constellation diagram comparison between ForkPHY AP in two-

user uplink and legacy AP in single-user uplink. The calculated

EVM and RawBER are shown in the figure. From Figure 12(a–b), it is

evident to see that ForkPHY AP can successfully decode the signals

from the two asynchronous stations. Figure 12(c–d) serve as perfor-

mance benchmarks for the two stations. Comparing Figure 12(a–b)
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(d) ForkPHY AP detects STA4’s signals.
Figure 16: ForkPHYAP in four-user uplink versus legacyAP
in single-user uplink.

with Figure 12(c–d), we can see that the EVM degradation is less

than 4 dB for both stations.

We now evaluate the impact of station’s transmit power on the

performance of ForkPHY AP. Again, we use legacy AP in single-

user uplink as the performance benchmark. Figure 13 shows our

experimental results. From the results we can see that, compared to

legacy AP in single-user uplink, ForkPHY AP can provide similar

performance to the stations (with about 3 dB EVM degradation).

8.4 Complete Experimental Results
We study the performance of ForkPHY AP in the two-user uplink,

three-user uplink, and four-user uplink cases. In each case, we

measure the EVM of constellation in the 10 different test scenarios

as shown in Figure 9. In the evaluation, we use the legacy AP in

single-user uplink (see Figure 7(a)) as the performance benchmark.

Two-User Uplink Case.As shown in Figure 7(b), the ForkPHY AP

has two antennas and it serves as two asynchronous stations, which

are placed at Lk1 and Lk2 in test scenario k (1 ≤ k ≤ 10). Figure 14

presents the EVM performance of ForkPHY AP when detecting the

signals from the two asynchronous stations. From Figure 14(a) we

can see that ForkPHY AP can successfully decode the signals from

STA1 as the EVM in all test scenarios is less than −10 dB. We can

also see that the ForkPHY AP offers similar performance to STA1 as
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the legacy AP does in single-user uplink. Figure 14(b) presents the

EVM performance of the ForkPHY AP when detecting the signals

from STA2. From the figure we have the same observations for

STA2.

Three-User Uplink Case. As shown in Figure 7(c), the ForkPHY

AP has three antennas and it serves three asynchronous stations,

which are placed at Lk1, Lk2, and Lk3 in test scenario k (1 ≤ k ≤ 10).

Figure 15 presents the EVM performance of ForkPHY AP when

detecting the signals from the three asynchronous stations. From

Figure 15 we can see that ForkPHY AP can successfully decode the

signals from the three asynchronous stations (since their EVM is

less than −10 dB).

Four-UserUplinkCase.As shown in Figure 7(d), the ForkPHYAP

has four antennas and it serves four asynchronous stations, which

are placed at Lk1, Lk2, Lk3, and Lk4 in test scenario k (1 ≤ k ≤ 10).

Figure 16 presents the EVM performance of ForkPHY AP when

detecting the signals from the four asynchronous stations. From

Figure 16 we can see that ForkPHY AP can successfully decode the

signals from the four asynchronous stations.

Summary of Observations. We summarize our observations on

the experimental results. For ForkPHY AP withM antennas (2 ≤

M ≤ 4), it can successfully decode the concurrent signals fromM
asynchronous stations. Furthermore, its performance of decoding

the signals from each station is comparable with the legacy single-

antenna AP in single-user uplink.

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we show that the network-wide time and frequency

synchronization among user devices is not a necessary for uplink

MU-MIMO in WLANs. We proposed a practical solution which can

enable asynchronous uplink MU-MIMO in WLANs. The enabler is

ForkPHY, which is a new PHY design for AP’s receiver that can

decode the concurrent signals from multiple asynchronous user de-

vices. Different from conventional MIMO PHY, ForkPHY does not

require channel estimation when decoding the asynchronous sig-

nals. We built a prototype of ForkPHY on USPR2-GNURadio testbed.

Experimental results show that ForkPHY AP with M antennas can

successfully decode the concurrent signals from M asynchronous

user devices (2 ≤ M ≤ 4).
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